Flap technology for reconstructions of urogenital organs.
The purpose of this review is to summarize the different reconstructive options for urogenital indications. The development of various flap techniques to restore congenital and acquired urogenital defects is presented. Various reconstructive techniques have been demonstrated recently. On the basis of the reconstructive requirements, two main techniques can be defined: the standard local or regional flap technique (pedicled flap) and the more sophisticated microvascular free flap technique. Free tissue transplantation (transfer) is a procedure that involves microvascular transplantation of a flap (a fasciocutaneous, muscle or composite flap) in one stage from a donor site in the body to a distant recipient site. The viability of the transplanted flap is maintained by microvascular anastomosis between the flap's vessels (at least one artery and one vein) and recipient vessels. Re-innervation and functioning muscle contraction is achieved by suturing the vessels and a motor nerve in the recipient area to a motor nerve of a free transplanted muscle. After regeneration of the nerve and re-innervation of the transplanted muscle, a functioning free transplanted muscle offers enough contractile capacity and strength to replace the function of the missing muscles at the recipient site. The technique of microvascular free tissue transfer necessitates extensive experience in microvascular technique and this approach could be efficiently applied in cooperation with other specialists. Recent studies show the development and clinical application of these new surgical techniques in urology (e.g. in the treatment of bladder acontractility using innervated free latissimus dorsi muscle and in the use of a free microvascular fillet lower leg flap for the reconstruction of a large pelvic-floor defect). Various reconstructive requirements define the techniques for reconstruction. The main principle is to obtain optimal anatomical and functional reconstruction with minimal donor site morbidity. Depending on the etiology of the defect, different reconstructive options are available to optimize the reconstructive result. Optimal reconstruction might best be achieved by adopting an interdisciplinary approach in which the primary objective is to provide the best possible outcome for each patient. This review presents the main indications for and principles of flap selection according to the reconstructive requirements.